
N006-N007 52'6 Canadian Flat Car Kit Instructions

Thank you for purchasing this kit! You will need to following parts to complete this kit:

Micro-Trains 1015 couplers
Micro-Trains Bettendorf trucks, with low profile wheelsets. You do not want truck mounted couplers on 
them whatever you get.
Paint
Decals
Prototype photos
#50 drill bit
#72 drill bit

This instruction sheet details the assembly of the late as built version of this caboose, but construction is 
similar to all versions. 

The following parts are included in this kit:
1 deck
1 underframe
1 brake wheel
2 weight
wire

1. Using flush cutting sprue nippers or carefully with a knife, remove the parts from the sprue. The edges 
are best cleaned up with a folded piece of 400 grit sandpaper. The material sands well. 
2. Check the weights to make sure they are straight, flat, and burr free. Test fit the weights into the body. 
These metal parts will keep the body straight and stiff. They may be a bit long, I don't know how that 
happened. If they are, you will have to trim them down. I like a big cheap pair of scissors for a lot of model
work like this. Glue the weights in place. I use gap filling CA. While doing this, sight down the model to 
make sure it is straight and not warped. 
3. Inspect the end sills. One of them has a pawl incorporated into it for the brake wheel staff. This is the B 
end sill. On the underframe the brake cylinder points towards the B end of the car. Glue the underframe in
place.
4. Drill the pre-drills in the body with #80 bit, bend 17" grab irons and stirrup steps, and install. It is a little 
difficult to find some of the pre-drills, sand the area lightly with 400 grit sandpaper to highlight the holes. 
5. Drill the bolsters #50. Make sure you don't crack through the deck. You can use either the screws that 
come with the kit, and the bushings, or Micro Trains truck pins. I feel the screws provide a better system. 
If you use the pins, you will need to trim about .035" off them. Otherwise you will crack through the deck. 
Test fit the trucks in place. To make the car have scale height deck, you will need to use low profile 
wheelsets.  
4. Trim the small nubs off a pair of short shank #1015 couplers. Place the couplers in the boxes, then 
partially insert the boxes in the end sill openings. Use a knife to insert the coupler springs over the nobs 
on the post in the coupler boxes, then push the coupler boxes the rest of the way in until they lock into 
place. 
5. Drill the pawl on the end sill #80 for a piece of wire, drill the brake wheel #80 as well, and glue it in the 
upper or lower position as desired. 
6. Remove the trucks, and paint your model as desired. 
7. Re-install the trucks and couplers. 


